The duo I Am The Fly, hidden behind fly masks, plays minimalist synth punk with a distorted, sharp

organ, a monotonous old drum machine from the 70s, a purist bass and sometimes
melodious, sometimes almost delusional vocals. Back to 1978!
Shimmering and aggressive, I Am The Fly are reminiscent of angry insects that form against
mankind with resigned nihilism and scientific half-knowledge.

discography:
2017 - demo (CDr, DIY, not on label)
2020 - s/t (7“ Vinyl Single, DIY, not on label)

biography:
- Synth-Punk
- founded 2017 in Essen (North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany)
- Musca domestica female: organ, drum machine
Musca domestica male: vocals, bass

links and contact:
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/TheFlyIAm
Bandcamp: https://iamthefly.bandcamp.com
Youtube Channel: www.tinyurl.com/IAmTheFly
Homepage: www.i-am-the-fly.de
Email: info@i-am-the-fly.de

other reviews
http://maximumrocknroll.com (September 2020)
Debut EP from this two-piece German synth-punk band named after the classic WIRE track. Hiding
their identities behind fly masks, this duo produces chilly post-punk with dirty bass, buzzing organ,
and a vintage drum machine. Sounding like a familiar blend of old and new, I hear WIRE (obviously),
SUICIDE, GRAUZONE,and maybe some COLD CAVE. These three songs sound full with layered keys
and melodic, dispassionate singing. The clear production and upfront vocal delivery put an emphasis
on the keyboard and bass interplay, where the minor chord progressions create tension and a feeling
of unease. This would fit nicely on a postpunk or darkwave mixtape. Worth checking out!
http://scatalogik.com (September 2020)
[…] Keeping things basic and old school, I AM THE FLY is on the pulse of something very raw and
revitalising. […] I AM THE FLY’s self-titled debut is a very short 7” - three tracks in seven minutes and
two seconds, and while there’s not a wide variation in tone across these offerings, that’s part of the
charm. There’s a very measured and dour stiffness to AXOLOTL as it grinds through two minutes and
20 seconds of granular fuzz keyboards and distorted driving bass. No virtuosity, no unnecessary frills,
just solid hooks, economic songwriting and stoic, detached lyricism.
WONKO THE SANE’s brief but solid chorus makes it the earworm of the three tracks and at this point
the stark beauty of it all becomes apparent - The drum patterns run without change throughout the
tracks and are either cheekily employed presets from old equipment, or programmed to sound that
way. It should be kind of crap, but it works within the I AM THE FLY aesthetic.
Finally, HERESY is led by a propulsive organ sound, stomping through a kind of dystopian gloom
trapped inside a pop song. This stops dead on 2:21 as if something idiosyncratic and curious
necessitated it be the same length as the other tracks.
I AM THE FLY is an exercise in artful minimalism. If this wasn’t from Germany, there’s little doubt that
the band would pretend to be from there anyway. The members are listed as “MUSCA domestica
male” and “MUSCA domestica female”, and promo shots depict them wearing large fly-heads in a
pantomime of anonymity somewhere between the Residents and Frank Sidebottom. The music itself
succeeds as a binge on everything great about the disharmonious early days of raw bedroom
synthesizer music, and I could make a long list of comparisons and influences for this, but the truth of
the matter is that for all its retro syphoning, I AM THE FLY sounds refreshingly timeless…
…A gloriously brash, colourful and unpasteurised debut!

